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LYLE/PACELLI DEFEATS HERITAGE CHRISTIAN 59-43 IN 1A
OPENER
Kristi Fett led the top-seeded Athletics with 25 points.

JOEL RIPPEL, Star Tribune03/15/18, 12:30PM CDT
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Lyle-Pacelli forward Olivia Christianson (4), left, and Heritage Christian Academy forward Kaitlyn Guggenberger (23) fight for a rebound with other players during the
second half. Photo: LEILA NAVIDI • leila.navidi@startribune.com

Lyle/Pacelli coach Justin Morris says his team has found a way to win games whether it was playing its best or not.

That characteristic was on display for the Athletics in the Class 1A quarterfinals Thursday at Williams Arena. The top-seeded Athletics overcame a slow start to pull away
for a 59-43 victory over Heritage Christian.

The victory was the 23rd consecutive for the top-seeded Athletics (30-1). The Athletics led by five with 2:12 left in the first half before using a 7-1 run to open an 11-
point lead at halftime. The Athletics opened the second half with a 14-6 run to open a 19-point lead – their biggest lead of the game – with nine minutes left. Maple
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Grove-based Heritage Christian didn’t get closer than 14 the rest of the way.

Photo gallery: Class 1A quarterfinals

“We were kind of nervous early, and a little discombobulated,” Morris said. “We did some things that were uncharacteristic for us. We turned the ball over more than
usual. Give Heritage Christian credit. You don’t get to the state tournament without being a good team. We just settled in and were more patient on offense.”

After shooting 40 percent from the field in the first half, the Athletics shot 55 percent from the field after the intermission. Kristi Fett, a 6-5 senior, led the Athletics with
25 points and 18 rebounds. Olivia Christianson added 14 points and five steals.

Taylie Scott scored 24 points to lead Heritage Christian (19-11). 
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First report
Kristi Fett and top-seeded Lyle/Pacelli opened the Class 1A state tournament with a methodical 59-43 victory over Heritage Christian on Thursday at Williams Arena.

Fett, a 6-5 senior who has committed to play for Minnesota State Mankato, scored 13 points in the first half to help the Athletics build a 34-23 lead.

Lyle/Pacelli (30-1) opened the second half with an 18-11 run to open a 52-34 lead with six minutes left. Heritage Christian didn’t get closer than 14 the rest of the
game. Fett finished with 25 points.

Taylie Scott scored 24 points to lead Heritage Christian (19-11), which is making its first state tournament appearance.

Olivia Christianson added 14 points for Lyle/Pacelli and Annika Simonson contributed 11 points for Heritage Christian.

Check back later for more on the game.

  
Click to watch the live stream of this game at Prep Spotlight TV. 
Comments
Please login to comment.

Joel Rippel · about 19 hours ago
Top-seeded Lyle/Pacelli defeats Heritage Christian 59-43 in the first Class 1A quarterfinal. Kristi Fett led Lyle/Pacelli (30-1) with 25 points. Taylie Scott scored 24 to lead
Heritage Christian (19-11).

Please login to reply.

Joel Rippel · about 19 hours ago
53 seconds remaining. 58-41 lead for Lyle Pacelli.
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Please login to reply.

Joel Rippel · about 19 hours ago
58-41 Lyle/Pacelli with 2:20 remaining.

Please login to reply.

Joel Rippel · about 19 hours ago
Timeout with 4:45 remaining. Lyle/Pacelli in control 54-38.

Please login to reply.

Joel Rippel · about 19 hours ago
A timeout taken with 7:40 remaining. Lyle/Pacelli leads 50-34. Fett has 23 for the Athletics. Taylie Scott has 19 for Heritage Christian.

Please login to reply.

Joel Rippel · about 19 hours ago
Lyle/Pacelli leads 48-32 with 8:40 remaining. Fett has 21 for the Athletics.

Please login to reply.

Joel Rippel · about 19 hours ago
A 6-0 run by Lyle/Pacelli gives the Athletics a 44-27 lead with 11:07 remaining.

Please login to reply.

Joel Rippel · about 20 hours ago
A basket by Kristi Fett gives Lyle/Pacelli a 40-27 lead. Lyle/Pacelli takes a timeout with 12:20 remaining. Fett has 17 points.

Please login to reply.

Joel Rippel · about 20 hours ago
Both teams have gone cold. Lyle/Pacelli leads 38-25 with 13 minutes left.

Please login to reply.
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Joel Rippel · about 20 hours ago
Second half is underway. Heritage Christian scores the first basket of the second half. 34-25 Lyle Pacelli lead.

Please login to reply.

Joel Rippel · about 20 hours ago
Kristi Fett leads Lyle/Pacelli with 13 points and 10 rebounds. Taylie Scott leads Heritage Christian with 12 points.

Please login to reply.

Joel Rippel · about 20 hours ago
Lyle/Pacelli scores the final five points of the first half to take a 34-23 lead at halftime.

Please login to reply.

Joel Rippel · about 20 hours ago
Lyle/Pacelli leads 31-23 with a timeout with 36.8 seconds remaining in the first half.

Please login to reply.

Joel Rippel · about 20 hours ago
Five straight points by Taylie Scott have cut Lyle/Pacelli's lead in half. It's 27-22 Lyle/Pacelli with 1:45 left in the half. Scott has 12 points.

Please login to reply.

Joel Rippel · about 20 hours ago
A three-pointer by Abigal Bottinberg gives Lyle/Pacelli a 27-17 lead -- its biggest lead of the half -- with 3:03 remaining in the first half.

Please login to reply.

Joel Rippel · about 20 hours ago
Two free throws by Kristi Fett give Lyle/Pacelli a 24-17 lead with 4:08 remaining left in the half. Heritage Christian takes time out. The 6-foot-5 Fett has 11 points and
nine rebounds.

Please login to reply.

Joel Rippel · about 20 hours ago
Heritage Christian has been staying close to Lyle/Pacelli. Lyle/Pacelli leads 20-17 with 5:59 left in the half.

Please login to reply.
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Joel Rippel · about 20 hours ago
Lyle/Pacelli leads 15-11 with 11 minutes left in the half. Kristi Fett has 7 points for Lyle/Pacelli.

Please login to reply.

Joel Rippel · about 20 hours ago
Lyle/Pacelli leads 7-4 with 14:12 remaining in the first half.

Please login to reply.

Joel Rippel · about 20 hours ago
Good morning from Williams Arena. The teams are being introduced. We're about 5 minutes from tip-off between Heritage Christian and Lyle/Pacelli.

Please login to reply.
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Thursday notebook: Off day nice, but Eastview always finds a way to practice

By STAFF REPORTS 03/15/2018, 11:31pm CDT
The Lightning prides itself on its desire to be together, be it at practices or games.
Read More

Big stage nothing new as Hopkins rolls past Roseville

By Jim Paulsen, Star Tribune 03/15/2018, 10:00pm CDT
The Raiders tried to keep it close in the first half but the Royals, led by 21 points from Paige Bueckers, cruised to a 61-34 victory.
Read More 20 Comments

Eastview uses 12-0 second-half run to put away Lakeville North

By Jim Paulsen, Star Tribune 03/15/2018, 8:00pm CDT
The Lightning advanced to the 4A title game after senior Megan Walstad scored six straight points and made a key shot block en route to a 57-47 victory.
Read More 35 Comments

1A: Late basket, steal give Sleepy Eye upset victory over Ada-Borup

By RON HAGGSTROM, Star Tribune 03/15/2018, 6:30pm CDT
The Indians' Madi Heiderscheidt made a layup with 22 seconds left and later got a steal to preserve a 53-51 victory.
Read More

1A: Mountain Iron-Buhl kicks it into gear late to defeat Stephen-Argyle

By RON HAGGSTROM, Star Tribune 03/15/2018, 4:30pm CDT
The Rangers went on an 11-point run with seven minutes left to break open a close game en route to a 59-47 victory.
Read More
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Sports
With Kirk Cousins signed, Vikings commit to stability, Super Bowl chase

Cousins gets richest deal; Vikings get franchise QB

Kirk Cousins' lucrative Vikings contract is cost of doing business in high-stakes NFL

For the third time in a decade, the Vikings followed up a division championship by sinking valuable resources into a veteran QB.

Gophers' Carlie Wagner gets one more shot – finally – at the NCAA tournament

U standout Wagner is back in the NCAAs as a senior.

Vikings, John DeFilippo saw Kirk Cousins up close

Both the team and its offensive coordinator saw plenty of the QB each of the past two years.

Schedule, tiebreakers favor Wolves in race for home court advantage

The Western Conference playoff is packed tighter than a takeout container full of Chinese food (or whatever analogy you prefer). The Nos. 3-10 seeds are
separated by just 4.5 games in the standings, and if we exclude No. 3 Portland (which has the tiniest bit of separation as well as 2-3 fewer games played than
most other contenders) the 4-10 seeds are separated by just two games in the loss column.
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